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Task| Architects proposal areas



Entrance | 
Architecture
The aim goes beyond drawing the 
attention to the factory, more than making 
a new doorway. 

Redesign of the main entrance means 
rethinking the entrance not for any 
specific building, but for all campus. 

It is an icon that directs the visitor to the 
campus entrance. 



It is not just 
an entry | 



It is not just
an entry | 
It is an impressive 
CAMPUS EXPERIENCE



As an opportunity 
to make a great 
entrance…

| Like it was the ‘entrance’ of 
Cesare Roversi into the furniture 
market in Italy years ago!





The idea is to 
not just enter 
the building | 



| but to feel and be 
amazed by the

Roversi 
atmosphere

the “home” 
from where it 

all has started!
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| to show



Resignify | 

TO THE ROVERSI CAMPUS EXPERIENCE



portal horizontal 
portal

horizontal 
portal

horizontal 
sculpture

horizontal 
sculpture

horizontal 
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pavilion
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Finding the way| Portal



Options | Masterplan

possible 
solutions for 

campus 
entrance



Finding the way| Tower

tower 01 tower 02 tower 03 tower 04icon 
tower



Proposal | Masterplan

pavilion for visibility 
from the street

entrance to the 
heart of the 

campus



Finding the way| Connection
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| Current situation



| Visibility from car’s perspective



| Proposal area



| Architectural pavilions



| Visibility and access



| Separate visitors and employees flows



| Arriving on foot | bus | taxi



| Arriving by car



| New entrance pavilion



| Heart of Roveri campus experience



| Site



| Campus entrance



| Parking



| Parking



| Path



| Pavement



| Building entrance



| Vertical circulation



| Stairs



| Rooftop and vegetation



| Rooftop and vegetation



| Pavilion facade/Skin



| Pavilion facade/Skin



| Engraved CR logo



| Engraved CR logo














